
Healing Racism in the Jewish Community
• Who is a Jew?  
• When and why did Ashkenazi Jews get to become “white”? 
• How did becoming ”white” affect Ashkenazi Jews?  What did we gain?  

What did we lose?  
• How did it affect Jews who were not classified as “white”?   
• How does Ashkenazi dominance in our synagogues affect “white”  and 

“non-white” Jews? 
• What are next steps to heal racism in the Jewish community?



What’s “a Jew” look like?
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Moses
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CE image of 
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Miriam



Jesus



Who’s actually Jewish?

• In Canada 17%  of Jews are not Ashkenazi 
• In the US 20% of Jews are not Ashkenazi,  260,000 (4.6%) are Black 
• In Israel  63% are not Ashkenazi.    
• Jews in the rest of the world: Each nationality brings its unique 

culture, language. 
• Added together PGM Jews constitute 30 to 40%  of the world’s Jews. 

With inter-marriage this will likely rise.



All Jews: : Palestinian, Chinese, 
Ethiopian, Inuit, Ugandan, adopted, 
converted,  mixed race parents



Shais Richon’s talk “What makes this Jew 
different from all other Jews?”  2017

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dZid5Trb5U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dZid5Trb5U


Breakout room (pairs)  -  15 minutes

•Growing up, had your concept of “Jews” included Black 
and other People of the Global Majority? 

•What feelings come up for  you from Shais’ talk?



When Ashkenazi Jews weren’t “white”

• Millions of Ashkenazi Jewish immigrants 1890-1910.   
• They joined floods of south and east European immigrants,  almost 

doubling the % of foreign-born in Canada to 22% 
• They were slotted into unskilled, factory work—often with women 

breadwinners, crowded many to a room in slums. 
• Rich vibrant Yiddishkeit  Jewish religious culture, socialist values, 

militancy; Solidarity with other immigrant groups and blacks  
• They were working class, and because of that, they were not “white” 
• Jews were not considered fully “white” until 1950s-60s



Before  Ashkenazi Jews 
were white



Jews as the model ethnicity:   
The American race
• Under the New Deal and post WWII, Ashkenazi Jewish MEN (and Irish 

and Italian Catholics, Finns, Hungarians, etc.) were granted “white” 
status and substantial privileges , such as the the GI bill supporting 
them to get higher education, cheap mortgages, citizenship and voting 
rights, and access to occupations formerly closed to them.    
• Black, Asian, Latino, and Filipino immigrants and their children were 

excluded from these.   
• American/Canadian leaders promoted the myth that we all can be 

middle class if we pull up our boot straps, adopt standard English, and 
learn “American” morals and decorum.  



Becoming white: 
“Truth, justice and 
the American 
Way”



When Jews became “white”



What “White” Jews Lost
• Learning to be White:  Money, Race, and God 

in America Excellent book by Thandeka 

• The traumatic effect on  ethnic people forced 
to lose their language, culture, and integrity.  

•  Becoming white corrupts our humanity,  
makes us complicit with racism against Black 
people,  undermines our sense of goodness. 

• Isolates us from most of the world’s people. 

• Makes us pretend to be okay, blind to others’ 
oppression.   

• Makes us afraid. 



Breakout room 

• What did you and your family gain from becoming middle-class and 
“white”? 

• What did you and your family lose?



The price Black people pay for our whiteness
Ashkenazi Jews were subsidized to  enter the “middle class,” with Blacks 
excluded from those benefits, segregated, red-lined from home 
ownership. 
Jews as the “model” ethnicity  vs. Black and other PGMs. 
Jews now occupy professional and business positions often managing  
non-white people and protecting the status quo.  (Lawyers, teachers, 
policy makers, doctors, landlords, social workers, etc.)   
We are middle agents of capitalist oppression.  James Baldwin 
Jewish white fragility prevents us from standing up against racism. 



So, what’s the alternative?  Solidarity!  
“We must envision alternatives to whiteness, capitalism, 
modernism, and the stultifying organization of social life they 
support….The challenge for Jews today is to confront that whiteness 
as part of developing a Jewishness that helps build an explicitly 
multiracial democracy…”

Karen Brodkin: How Jews became white folks, P 187



Ilana Kaufman’s suggestions for synagogues 
to include ALL Jews: 
• Shift our assumptions about who a Jew is.   

• Project a diverse perspective in our public communications. 

• Correct our structures/practices which keep diverse Jews away.  

• Hire diverse Jews 

• Embed welcoming practices  

•  Welcome Black anger  

• Project 20 years out and develop programs of intersectional and 
multicultural leadership, communication,  strategic planning skills:  Put 
resources into it. 



Declarations that everyone is welcome in a community are 
insufficient for Jews who do not identify as white. 
Jewishness is not the sole or primary identity for those who 
are oppressed and endangered because of the color of their 
skin.
Aurora Levins Morales

 http://evolve.reconstructingjudaism.org/radical-inclusion:  
• 17.42 to 23.19 minutes
• by Aurora Levins Morales

http://evolve.reconstructingjudaism.org/radical-inclusion


Shavuot Shabbaton  May 16  9 am – 9 pm

•Celebrating our Jewish Mixed Multitude


